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Abstract Models using a superposition of scalar fields for navigation are prevalent in

microscopic pedestrian stream simulations. However, classifications, differences, and
similarities of models are not clear at the conceptual level of navigation mechanisms. In
this paper, we describe the superposition of scalar fields as an approach to microscopic
crowd modelling and corresponding motion schemes. We use this background discussion
to focus on the similarities and differences of models, and find that many models make
use of similar mechanisms for the navigation of virtual agents. In some cases, the differences between models can be reduced to differences between discretisation schemes.
The interpretation of scalar fields varies across models, but most of the time this variation
does not have a large impact on simulation outcomes. The conceptual analysis of different
models of pedestrian dynamics allows for a better understanding of their capabilities and
limitations and may lead to better model development and validation.
Keywords Crowd models · simulation · microscopic · scalar fields · superposition ·

social forces · local optimisation · pedestrians · discretisation · comparison of models

1 Introduction
Pedestrian and crowd dynamics are increasingly being studied using microscopic simulation models [1]. In engineering, simulation studies predicting the movement of crowds
can help to improve the safety and comfort of pedestrians. Furthermore, the simulation
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Figure 1
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Examples of simulation scenarios illustrating how simulations are used to investigate crowd
phenomena. In the upper figure, distinct lanes are formed by pedestrians streams in two different
directions (blue from right to left, red from left to right). In the two figures at the bottom,
pedestrians walk from right to left passing through a bottleneck. Both the left and right figure
show the same scenario at different times. In the left figure, pedestrians have started to pass
through the bottleneck and a congestion starts to form in front of it. In the right figure, all
pedestrians have reached the congestion in front of the bottleneck or have already passed through
it.

models themselves can be used to study the dynamics of pedestrian streams and thus serve
as a means to scientific inquiry [2]. Simulated pedestrians (hereafter referred to as agents)
are highly abstracted and simplified in their physical representation and decision-making
processes. Several phenomena observed in experiments or field observations have been
reproduced or predicted, such as the formation of lanes or congestions at bottlenecks [3]
(see Fig. 1).
A variety of models that predict pedestrian behaviour have been proposed (for reviews
see [4–6]). Two approaches stand out due to their widespread use: cellular automata
[7–10] and force-based models [3, 11–13]. At first glance, these approaches seem to have
little in common. For example, force-based models are continuous in both time and space;
cellular automata are discrete in both time and space. While in force-based models motion
is determined through the manipulation of the acceleration, in cellular automata, the next
position of agents is determined directly leading to a discrete motion process.
In this paper we argue that most models have one commonality: navigation decisions
are based on evaluating scalar fields. A scalar function is a function with one or more inputs and a one-dimensional output. When evaluated on the whole plane, scalar functions
generate scalar fields (sometimes referred to as floor fields). In the models we discuss, this
scalar field is a superposition of other scalar fields representing individual contributions
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to the overall behaviour of agents, such as keeping a certain distance from one another
and approaching a target. The scalar field is, for example, interpreted as potential that accelerates agents in force-based models or the probability of agents moving to an adjacent
cell in cellular automata. Although scalar fields are a broad concept, they can be useful
to analyse models on a conceptual level: even cellular automata and force-based models
can be found to have several key features in common.
With the perspective of scalar fields, we aim to identify commonalities and differences
among models that use the superposition of scalar fields. If the aspects in which the models differ are characterised, a new useful classification of the models can be undertaken.
Key aspects in which the models differ are space and time discretisation, and whether
they model the position, velocity, or acceleration explicitly. Based on this characterisation, we identify conceptual strengths and challenges in the various approaches such as
force-based models, cellular automata, the gradient navigation model, and the optimal
steps model. Models that do not use the superposition of scalar fields as a basic concept
are not included in our analysis. However, the scalar field perspective helps to identify
and classify the models that use a fundamentally different approach. We discuss how the
perspective may contribute to future model development and analysis.
The paper is structured as follows. First, we outline individual-based modelling for
pedestrian dynamics. We set the formal frame for dynamical systems and scalar fields and
explain known relevant simulation approaches. Second, we present models and compare
them with respect to various characteristics. Finally, we discuss implications and future
directions of the results.

2 Pedestrian motion based on the superposition of scalar
fields
In this section, we first give a descriptive explanation of several models for pedestrian
simulation. Then, we develop a formal perspective on these models: the superposition of
scalar fields that yields another scalar field. Finally, we describe how the scalar field is
interpreted in the different models. All of the approaches describe pedestrian motion in
two dimensions in the transverse plane.

2.1 Modelling approaches
The two modelling approaches most commonly used for the simulation of individual
pedestrians are force-based models and cellular automata. Both have been described in
the literature on pedestrian simulation with a variety of extensions and modifications.
Their basic principles are outlined in this section.
The social force model was first presented by Helbing and Molnár [3] in an attempt
to capture qualitative features such as lane formation and congestion at bottlenecks. The
basic idea is that pedestrian behaviour can be simulated with mathematical equations
that describe forces acting on the agents (see Fig. 2(a) and 3(a)). These forces lead to
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(a)
Figure 2

(b)

(c)

(d)

Locomotion schemes of four pedestrian stream simulation models. (a) Social force model:
agents are accelerated by forces acting on them as in particle physics. (b) Cellular automaton:
agents occupy one cell and move forward by moving to an adjacent cell. (c) Gradient navigation
model: the direction of movement is determined directly and continuously in time. (d) optimal
steps model: Agents move forward in a stepwise manner, but place the next step locally around
the current position in continuous space. The radius of the reachable circle coincides with the
step length of real pedestrians.

acceleration in various directions, such as in the direction of the target or away from
other agents. Hence, the forces are evaluated as in physics, and lead to similar emergent
effects, such as inertia, which seems plausible for pedestrians to a certain degree. Later,
behavioural features were added to reproduce “escape panic” [11], although the concept
of “panic” is highly questionable [14–16]. Further extension and modifications have been
proposed for the original idea of social forces [13, 17, 18]. Many of these modifications
try to mitigate the effects introduced by the physical nature, such as oscillations or inertia
[12].
More or less independently of force-based models, several approaches based on cellular
automata have been proposed [7–10,20–22]. The first one published known to the authors
is the model by Gipps and Marksjö [7]. In cellular automata, the transverse plane is
divided into a grid of cells that are either rectangular, hexagonal, or, in theory, triangular
(see Fig. 2(b), 3(b), and 5). In most models, agents occupy one cell on this grid. However,
there are also models that have a finer cellular grid with pedestrians occupying more than
one cell [22]. The agents move forward by jumping to one of the adjacent cells. The
decision of where to move next is made by either choosing the best cell according to
some criterion [7], by drawing from a probability distribution describing the likelihood of
the agent’s move to each of the adjacent cells [10], or according to a set of simple decision
rules [8, 9, 20]. The last category cannot be explained well with scalar fields, and hence
we do not include it in our analysis. If a cell can only be occupied by one agent, the size
of the cell also determines the simulated pedestrian’s size. Furthermore, the movement
step length of simulated pedestrians is the distance from one cell’s centre to the centre
of the next cell. However, the size of cells can be reduced, which changes the model’s
behaviour [23].
In both force-based models and cellular automata, some issues exist that have to be
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(d)

Emergent trajectories of different pedestrian simulation models: (a) the social force model, (b) a
cellular automaton with a hexagonal grid, (c) the gradient navigation model, and (d) the optimal
steps model. 20 agents move from the bottom green rectangle to the upper yellow rectangle
(the agents were placed on the grid points for the cellular automaton). On their way, the agents
encounter an obstacle in the form of a column, which they have to skirt. The social force
model (a) and the gradient navigation model (c) both produce smooth trajectories. In the cellular
automaton and the optimal steps model, agents make discrete motion steps. With the cellular
automaton (b), the possible directions of motion are visible. In contrast, agents in the optimal
steps model (d) can move in all directions. (For more details on the comparison of models, see
Fig. 2 and [19]).

dealt with in order to produce realistic pedestrian trajectories. For instance, in social
force models, inertia may lead to a bouncing effect, and in cellular automata, the grid
structure may lead to an undesired preference of some movement directions. Two alternative modelling approaches that try to eliminate such artefacts are the gradient navigation
model [24] and the optimal steps model [25–27]. Both of these models follow a different
approach compared to force-based models and cellular automata but also show some similarities (see [19] for a comparison of emergent behaviour). The gradient navigation model
directly manipulates the motion direction in continuous space and time (see Fig. 2(c) and
3(c)). Thus, in contrast to force-based models, the direction is determined with the first
derivative, that is, directly through the speed of motion. In force-based models, the second
derivative, the acceleration, is manipulated.
The optimal steps model produces stepwise movement as do cellular automata. However, in the optimal steps model, this step is taken in continuous space and time [25, 27].
Hence, the stepping process is not continuous itself, but the time when the step is taken
and the position it is taken to are in continuous space (see Fig. 2(d) and 3(d)). The position of the next step is determined through optimisation as is the case in some cellular
automata. In contrast to cellular automata, in the optimal steps model, there is no grid
structure and the step length is that of a pedestrian measured empirically. Hence, one
does not have to deal with grid artefacts and other challenges that arise in cellular au-
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tomata due to the cell structure.
There are alternative models that cannot be described well with the superposition of
scalar fields. One approach that is well known in game development is steering behaviours
[28]. Here, a variety of behaviours are represented by vectors pointing in possibly different directions. Although this may seem similar to the gradient navigation model and social
force model, the vectors are modelled and interpreted directly and are not the product of
a scalar field. Other examples that cannot be described well with the superposition principle are velocity-obstacle models [29], which were originally developed in robotics. The
underlying assumption of velocity-obstacle models models is that agents choose trajectories without collisions. The velocity of agents is chosen by considering the positions and
velocities of other agents and obstacles. A more recent model is based on simple rules
that determine the motion process [30]. Here, direction and speed are computed through
optimisation of the time to the next collision. Although the underlying locomotion is
based on the social force model, the actual decision-making process is not based on the
superposition of scalar fields in the sense we define below. Finally, a concept that is currently being studied for pedestrian dynamics is represented by optimal velocity models,
which stem from traffic simulations [31, 32].

2.2 A formal perspective
All models in pedestrian dynamics describe alterations to a given state x over a certain
time interval. In most microscopic approaches, this state contains variables of all individuals, such as their positions, velocities, or current targets.
Models in pedestrian dynamics can be classified in a very abstract way, using terminology from dynamical systems theory [33, 34] in mathematics. A model, according to our
terminology here, is used to describe and reproduce certain aspects of reality, and a system
is a combination of a model and a state. For example, a differential equation with a given
initial state is a system. The equation without the initial state can then be interpreted as
the model of some natural phenomenon, but the initial state is not part of the model.
In the following, we focus on two classes containing all pedestrian simulation models.
In the first class, xn is the current state of the system and n ∈ N is the discrete time step.
A function f is the core of the system and uses the current state and time information to
advance the state. The class contains discrete systems of the form
xn+1 = f (n, xn ).

(1)

In the second class, x(t) is the current state and t ∈ R is the current time. The class is
comprised of continuous systems of the form
ẋ(t) = f (t, x(t)),

(2)

where ẋ is the time derivative of the state x. Hence, Eq. 2 is a differential equation.
In microscopic models for pedestrian dynamics, the function f is usually decomposable
into an array of functions fi , one for each of the N agents:
f = ( f1 , f2 , . . . , fN ).

(3)
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In most models, all functions fi have the same form and only vary in the values of their
parameters, such as free-flow speed or the desired target. This can be an advantage:
because all functions have the same form, the modelling only has to be done once on the
individual level, not separately for each agent. Individual modelling would be necessary
in a more heterogeneous environment, for example with cars and public transport.
Each function fi uses a subset of the information contained in the current state x to
advance the state of agent i. For instance, only the positions of the neighbours of agent i
are used to update the position of agent i. All models under consideration in this paper first
transform the information contained in the state x with a superposition of scalar functions
before it is used by fi to advance the state. In the following, we address this property.
Scalar functions are used and interpreted in many different ways in pedestrian simulation models. One way is to yield the distance to the target, given any position in twodimensional space. In this case, there are two inputs (the x- and y-coordinate), and the
output is the shortest distance to the target from the given position. This distance need not
be the direct Euclidean distance to the target: for pedestrians in a scenario with obstacles
on the way to the target, the shortest path to the target must lead around the obstacles. The
path can be computed using visibility graphs [35, 36], Dijkstra’s algorithm [35, 37] or the
Fast Marching algorithm [38–41].
Mathematically, a scalar function s is a function with n inputs θ1 , . . . , θn and one real
output:
s : Θ1 × Θ2 × · · · × Θn → R
(θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θn ) 7→ s(θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θn ),

(4)
(5)

where Θi is the i-th input space, for example the position space R2 of an agent. A scalar
function s can be used to generate a scalar field when applied to a whole set of inputs (see
Fig. 4). This is the mathematical background for the so-called navigation fields [40, 42],
most commonly used for cellular automata. Models based on differential equations, such
as the social force model, often use the derivative of the scalar field. This new field
comprises the scalar field’s gradients and hence is a vector field.
In some models, the scalar functions only depend on the distance between agents or
to a target and decays rapidly when the distance increases. However, many models in
pedestrian dynamics also use information such as a field of vision or the current velocity
of neighbours as inputs to their scalar functions.
Advantages of using a superposition of scalar fields mostly stem from the simplicity
and assumed linear independence of their combination in a sum. Usually, the scalar fields
induced by individual agents all have the same form, which facilitates modelling and
analysis. However, the simplicity of the superposition also introduces certain challenges.
Local minima in potential surfaces sometimes unrealistically trap agents, for example at
bottlenecks in front of narrow doors. It is also not clear whether humans assess all cues in
their surrounding independently. Moussaı̈d et al. [30] discuss the problem of combining
binary interactions to one movement decision. To summarise, the superposition of scalar
fields seems to be a useful tool in modelling spatial agent interactions and dynamics.
However, one has to be careful in their construction since a combination – even of simple
parts – can lead to very complex emergent effects.
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Surface

I2

Input space

I1
Figure 4

Scalar function represented as surface, which is a scalar field over the input space. The input
space is I 1 × I 2 , and the scalar field is the image of the input space through a scalar function
s. Two positions evaluated by s are depicted as lines ending in points on the surface. The
scalar function s only yields the height of the two points over the I 1 -I 2 -plane, not their I 1 or I 2
coordinates.

2.3 Interpretation of the scalar field
In this section we describe how models use the scalar field as they were defined in the
previous section. In addition to the mathematical use of the scalar field, we also discuss
its functional interpretation. Our discussion encompasses mainly four types of interpretations: utility, probability density, potential, and velocity. This discussion illustrates how
the various approaches use scalar fields and prepares for the following section, which is
dedicated to the comparison of models.
In cellular automata, one scalar value is assigned to each cell. This can be interpreted
as all positions within a cell having the same value, positions other than the centre being
ignored, or the scalar function being only defined for the centre of the cell. In practice,
only one value has to be stored for each cell. An agent in the simulation evaluates the
adjacent cells and makes a decision based on their values. In probabilistic cellular automata [10], the scalar field is interpreted as a probability density for the move to the next
cell. Thus, the sum of the values of all adjacent cells has to be 1. This includes a certain
probability for the cell the agent is currently occupying, reflecting the probability that the
agent will remain at the current position. In deterministic cellular automata, each cell can
have an arbitrary value. Agents optimise the next position by choosing the cell with the
highest or lowest value [7]. In both cases, the values have to be corrected for the distance
to that cell. This is important when the adjacent cells are not equally far away from each
other, as is the case in cellular automata with rectangular grid and Moore neighbourhood.
When choosing the highest value, the scalar field can be interpreted as utility which is
maximised. If the smallest value is chosen, the scalar field can be interpreted as potential which is minimised. However, the latter interpretation may be misleading, since the
model does not actually compute forces, which the word “potential” might suggest.
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In the optimal steps model [25,27], the same interpretations as for cellular automata are
possible. However, the actual computation is different. Since for the optimal steps model
the plane is not divided into cells, optimisation takes place in continuous space. For each
step, a circle is placed around the current position of the agent. The radius of the circle
coincides with the step length of a real pedestrian in a situation where the pedestrian can
move without obstruction. Then the next position is chosen either on the circle or the disc,
which leads to a one-dimensional or two-dimensional optimisation problem, respectively.
Hence, the scalar field must be defined for all positions in the plane, not only for the
centre of cells. Alternatively, the scalar field could be interpreted as a probability density
distribution using a step circle. This would yield a new probabilistic model similar to
probabilistic cellular automata but without the cell structure.
The scalar field in the gradient navigation model [19] is best interpreted as utility1 .
However, the optimisation of the utility function is not explicit as in cellular automata and
the optimal steps model. Instead, the direction of motion and the speed (the velocity) are
chosen according to the gradient at the current position of the agent. More specifically,
the direction is determined directly with the first derivative of the position leading to a
continuous motion process, and the derivative is modelled with the negative gradient of
the scalar field. However, in a practical formulation of the model, the gradient is specified
and computed directly and not through the derivative of the scalar field.
Finally, in force-based models [3, 11–13, 17], the scalar field is interpreted as potential
leading to forces and finally to acceleration. The acceleration is integrated to velocity,
which is again integrated to obtain the current position. The acceleration is modelled
through the second derivative of the position leading to a continuous motion process.
Again, in practical formulations, the potential is not modelled explicitly but rather the
forces, which are represented by vectors.
Hence, in both force-based models and the gradient navigation model the scalar field is
an underlying modelling idea that is not necessarily visible in the formulations. Conceptionally, the interpretations are different for the two approaches: in the gradient navigation
model, they determine the velocity, and in force-based models, they determine the acceleration. In general, since the input to the scalar functions is not restricted, it can be used
to model any kind of behaviour when combined with the interpretations above. However,
vector valued functions can be more concise than scalar functions for certain models, such
as force-based models and the gradient navigation model. For these models, the gradients
can be constructed directly from the positions of other agents instead of constructing a
scalar field first and then computing the derivative.

3 Comparison of modelling concepts
In this section, we investigate similarities and differences among the models described
above. There are three key aspects of models that may differ to a certain degree: space
and time discretisation, numerics, and emergent phenomena.
1 In

the original publication [24] the values were minimised and thus could be interpreted as having negative utility or potential.
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(a)
Figure 5

(b)

(c)

Possible grid types in cellular automata: (a) hexagonal, (b) rectangular, and (c) triangular. A
hexagonal lattice may be preferable because of its geometrical correspondence to close-packed
equal spheres [25], the equal distance to all adjacent cells, and the equal angle between all
adjacent possible directions. Locomotion in cellular automata can be emulated by the optimal
steps model if the step circle and discretisation are chosen in a specific way as is indicated by
the blue circles.

3.1 Discretisation and numerics
Space discretisation is one of the most important features of every pedestrian motion
simulation and can be part of the model formulation or the numerical solution. In cellular
automata, the space discretisation is determined by the lattice, that is, the shape and size of
grid cells (see Fig. 5). The minimal distance agents can move forward in cellular automata
is the distance from the current cell to an adjacent cell. Hence, the space discretisation
is an integral part of the model. Space discretisation also affects time discretisation: to
obtain faster speeds, agents either have to be allowed to move forward more than one cell,
or time steps have to be reduced [23, 43].
In the optimal steps model, locomotion is stepwise as in cellular automata, and the next
step can be taken to an arbitrary position on the step circle or disk. Thus, movement is
not bound to a lattice and is discrete but in continuous space. Movement is not, however,
continuous as in force-based models and the gradient navigation model. Movement of
agents in cellular automata can be emulated if the numerical solution for the optimisation
is chosen in a specific way [25]. When the next position is chosen on the whole disk,
smaller steps are possible allowing for smoother movement and stream behaviour [44].
In the following, we show how the optimal steps model can be modified to converge
towards the gradient navigation model. For this, we introduce another approach, the
gradient steps model, which is a combination of the optimal steps model and the gradient
navigation model. The gradient steps model is an example that demonstrates how the
conceptual considerations developed in this paper can be useful to close gaps between
models. In this example, the stepwise movement of the optimal steps model is preserved,
but no explicit optimisation is conducted. Instead, the direction is determined directly
through the gradient as in the gradient navigation model. The speed can be manipulated
in the same way as in the optimal steps model [25, 26]. Since only the local position of
the agent is evaluated for the gradient, overlapping of pedestrians cannot be avoided in
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Illustration of the motion schemes in the gradient navigation model and the gradient steps model.
The blue circle represents the step circle. The arrows indicate the gradient at the respective
positions. The gray dots are possible positions in the gradient navigation model, and the red
dots are possible positions in the gradient steps model. This comparison illustrates how agents
assume different positions given the same scalar field but with another discretisation.

the same way as in the optimal steps model. Furthermore, due to the limited information
being used, the emergent dynamics are different to those of the optimal steps model and
rather resemble those of the gradient navigation model.
In the gradient navigation model, discretisation is a numerical issue while solving the
ordinary differential equations resulting from the model’s formulation. For this, very
small steps are made by agents to simulate a continuous motion process described by the
underlying ordinary differential equation. The speed and direction are computed again for
each of those steps. If larger steps were taken, the locomotion would result in a discrete
motion process. Hence, if steps are taken as long as those in the gradient steps model, the
two models converge.
Eq. 6 to 8 state this convergence in a formal way. The differential setting, as in forcebased models and the gradient navigation model, is given by
dx
= ẋ = f (x).
dt

(6)

If time is discretised with time step ∆t, the differential is reformulated as a difference:
x(t + ∆t) − x(t)
= f (x(t)),
∆t
⇒ x(t + ∆t) = x(t) + ∆t × f (x(t)).

(7)
(8)

The discretisation can be used to solve the model in Eq. 6 numerically. When the time step
is chosen large (e.g. 0.5 s), formulation 8 is a discrete model, such as a cellular automaton
or the optimal steps model. Although the function f usually varies with different model
formulations – whether continuous or discrete – it can be chosen to be identical for some
models. Then, only the time step length ∆t would differ, and the models converge if ∆t is
set to the same value for both models. For the numerical solution of differential equations,
however, the time step cannot be chosen arbitrarily large.
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Force-based models have no intrinsic space discretisation in their formulation and thus
are continuous. As in the gradient navigation model, discretisation is an issue of numerically solving the ordinary differential equations resulting from the model’s formulation
(also see [45]). Since the velocity is only manipulated indirectly through the acceleration,
force-based models can be seen as principally different to the other models. However,
if larger locomotion steps were taken by agents, a discretisation could be chosen that
resembles the stepwise motion of the gradient and optimal steps model.
Time and space discretisation are strongly related in force-based models and the gradient navigation model: if a larger time step is chosen, the motion step also increases.
Hence, the choice of time step length concerns numerical accuracy and not the model itself. In cellular automata and the optimal steps model, the time step is a model parameter.
The longer the simulation time step, the more agents move at the same time. This approach is called time-slicing. Alternatively, agents can be allowed to move at an arbitrary
point in time when the last step is finished according to the model [26]. This is called an
event-driven scheme or discrete-event simulation (e.g., see [46] for a general treatment in
simulation theory).

3.2 Assessment of modelling concepts
We assess features of the models in this section. Some features are directly part of the
model; others follow from its mechanisms. From a conceptual modelling perspective,
there are some crucial differences in the interpretation of the scalar field.
Force-based models are based on an analogy from physics. The scalar field is interpreted as potential and then used as such for the physical motion of agents almost exactly
in the way the motion of particles would be computed. On the one hand, forces resulting from potentials are interpreted as “social forces” [3], which is a concept previously
used in sociology [47]. On the other hand, social forces are then used directly as physical
forces to compute agents’ acceleration. Conceptionally it seems questionable whether
social forces, if we assume they exist, directly translate to physical forces. Using the
analogy of physical forces has been shown to be a seminal approach for the simulation of
pedestrian dynamics [11, 12].
In contrast to force-based models, probabilistic cellular automata describe pedestrians’ movement from a rather phenomenological perspective [48]. Here, the behaviour of
pedestrians is not explained in detail because only a certain probability is assigned to a
specific outcome. However, the scalar field as probability density function can still be
interpreted as the pedestrian’s motivation or probabilistic decision-making process.
In deterministic cellular automata, the scalar field can be interpreted as utility, which
can then be used in an optimisation scheme. Although the idea of utility optimisation
has been questioned for human decision making [49], conceptionally, it is a coherent
concept. The same is true for the optimal steps model, which explicitly optimises utility
for the next step. Here, no analogy is needed since utility optimisation stands for itself
as a decision-making process. As mentioned previously, the gradient navigation model
can also be interpreted as indirectly optimising utility, and hence the scalar field is best
interpreted as utility.
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Mathematically, there are three major model classes: ordinary differential equations,
optimisation, and probabilistic dynamics. Force-based models and the gradient navigation
model build on ordinary differential equations since they are formulated as the first or
second derivative of agents’ positions, which can lead to numerical challenges that have
to be dealt with [45]. In deterministic cellular automata and the optimal steps model, a
numerical optimisation scheme has to be employed. For cellular automata, the values
of the adjacent cells simply have to be compared. In the optimal steps model, a similar
approach can be taken with placing a grid on the circle or disc [25, 27], or, alternatively,
employing a numerical optimisation scheme [44]. In probabilistic cellular automata, a
random variable has to be drawn from the probability distribution, which is constructed
based on the scalar field.
The different features of the various models allow for different perspectives on emergent effects or phenomena. Force-based models can be used to incorporate contact forces
[11], which is an important aspect in crowds with very high densities. Furthermore, agents
move in continuous space, which yields a smooth trajectory and a detailed perspective on
an agent’s motion process. The gradient navigation model also simulates continuous locomotion. Although the scalar field does not yield forces, the motivation is modelled more
directly through the direction of motion and thus may allow for better control of emergent
behaviour. Cellular automata facilitate fast computation due to the implicit data structure
given by the cellular grid and smaller number of function evaluations. In the optimal steps
model, locomotion is not continuous but rather in continuous space, thus allowing for a
free motion process. New opportunities to study pedestrians’ real stepping behaviour may
result from this modelling approach [27, 44].

3.3 Implications for model development
Models can be studied from different perspectives, such as their predictions and emergent effects, their mathematical and numeric properties, and their conceptional structure.
Understanding the conceptual differences in modelling approaches is essential for model
development. Most importantly, the conceptual perspective helps to make modelling decisions because knowing whether certain model features are available may be necessary
for a specific problem.
Certain limitations of the superposition principle are inherent to all models based on it.
For instance, it may not always be possible to calibrate the parameters to obtain meaningful emergent behaviour for different scenarios [50]. The introduction of psychological
or physiological aspects, such as a field of vision, can lead to discontinuities in the scalar
field over time. These discontinuities can be a problem for models based on differential
equations and some optimisation schemes [44, 45]. On the other hand, extensions developed for one model based on scalar fields can easily be adopted for other models within
the superposition paradigm. For example, sub-group behaviours [18, 51] and navigation
fields [40,42] were developed for force-based models and cellular automata, respectively,
but were successfully used subsequently in other models afterwards.
New models can result from insights into the limitations of the superposition principle.
For instance, it is not always clear how to combine the binary interactions captured with
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individual scalar fields [30]. It is also unlikely that humans integrate the positions of
all other pedestrians around them into one compromise decision, but rather use heuristic
information gathering and decision making [49, 52]. We propose that alternative models
also aim at the cognitive process rather than just at observable behaviour [30, 50].

4 Conclusions
In this paper we provided a conceptual perspective on microscopic modelling approaches
to pedestrian dynamics. We described how several models use a scalar field as a common
core feature. The scalar field itself is then interpreted in different ways as potential, probability distribution, or utility. Several model differences result from this interpretation,
such as the discretisation of space and time. We described how the models converge if
certain parameters are chosen in a specific way. The assessment of modelling concepts
led us to implications of our perspective on pedestrian simulation models. Finally, based
on this, we proposed directions for future model development.
Usually, pedestrian simulation models are assessed by an aggregated measure, such as
the density-flow relation, or sometimes, by the agents’ individual emergent behaviour.
Here, we studied the conceptual perspective of scalar fields focusing on model similarities. The perspective helps to assess the different approaches and guide future model
development.
Scalar fields form the basis for a variety of models that capture crowd phenomena
with a concise mathematical or algorithmic description. Therefore, it seems likely that
this approach will remain useful for a number of applications and scenarios in the future. For example, fast computations can be realised with cellular automata and high
crowd densities are well captured by force-based models. However, for a fundamental
understanding of collective pedestrian behaviour, new approaches and paradigms should
be explored. Promising directions are optimal velocity models stemming from traffic
simulations, models that try to reproduce the cognitive process, and more specifically,
cognitive heuristics.
In order to select a model – whether it is based on the superposition principle or not
– similarities and differences have to be known on a conceptional level. Therefore, the
perspective proposed here may lead to a better classification of existing models, inform the
decision on which model to use, facilitate the exchange of concepts within the paradigm,
and inspire new model developments beyond it.
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